


Company is being compliant with all laws ie HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act), FTCA (Federal Trade Commission Act), Federal Privacy 
Act, FOIA (Freedom of Information Act

Standards ie ISO 27001, ISO 20000-1 and others from organizations like ISO 
(International Organization for Standardization) and NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology)

Policies and Procedures carried over from existing data centers will be enforced.  
Trainings will be conducted



Access control given by a central authority- the company management decides access 
to data only necessary for job tasks to be complete
Identification- Smart Card badges help employee say who they are
Authentication- Pin number and biometrics (fingerprint) provided per access request 
that must match the employee info of the badge; scrambled numbers when typing pin 
to prevent pattern mirrors
Authorization- Authenticated employees are given access to “authorized” data 
authorization given per person or “project” group
Accountability- logs are created and stored for “reasonable” amount of time for 
auditing or incident response



All personnel will be issued smart card badges that show level of access and that act 
as their credentials.  Smart cards will hold employee’s certificates required for gaining 
access to their required parts of the building as well as for logging into terminals and 
other devices.

Personnel will only have access to parts of the building and parts of the network 
required for doing their job.

Personnel will enter and exit through the front of the building except for during 
emergency situations.  Entrances to the building as well as specified restricted areas 
will have mantraps in place to prevent tailgating of unauthorized individuals.

Mantraps in high-security areas to prevent tailgating

A closed network of cameras will be present and monitored by 24 hour security 
personnel.

Systems for detecting fire/smoke, intrusion, or other environmental disturbances; 
response to detections ie fire suppression, environmental controls



Security Guards- job is physical security enforcement and monitoring- hiring 
preference on veterans or prior law enforcement
Net Sec- Certified personnel whose primary job is to ensure the security of the 
network
Decision Maker- In the case of emergency or time sensitive incident a single 
“manager” level person is the designated decision maker for the shift.  This person 
makes the final decision when time is an important factor or multiple choices are 
brought forth.  Avoid too many Chiefs not enough Indians 



Hierarchy to establish who has final say on important security matters

Verify qualifications and position requirements are met

Certifications/experience related to position

Background checks to look for possible vulnerabilities for blackmail or risk of other 

financial liabilities 

Termination- (non-friendly) remove all access before termination to prevent 

retaliation, all badges, keys, company property returned, employee escorted out with 

all belongings

Termination- (friendly) resignation, retirement, promotion, transfer/relocation: 

notified in advance, positive security maintained, expiration date set on access, logs 

audited for possible breach upon departure



Cisco ASA 5545-X Adaptive Security Appliance

Advanced, enterprise-wide virus protection and monitoring from a single 

management console

Symantec tamper protection guard against unauthorized access and attacks, protecting 
users from viruses that attempt to disable security measures

Integrated Web-based graphical reporting:

Scalability to support thousands of users

(shut down outside access while maintaining internal network)(external router)



Good practice for preventing information security violations and giving temporary 
additional access to individuals.
Two individuals review and approve each other’s work before the task is categorized 
as finished.
Ensure employees know each other’s jobs.  Eliminates single-points of failure with 
personnel in case an employee leaves or is unexpectedly absent
Access to high security areas such as server room will require 2 employees present 
and in eye sight at all times
Equipment is inventoried and inspected monthly, classified information also 
inventoried

No unlogged/uninventoried equipment checked out to employees



Required check-in for all people and visitor badges with temp credentials ie janitors or 
large deliveries
Purchased hardware and software to be tested in a closed network for testing before 
being put on the company network.  This is to check for counterfeit or embedded 
malware.
3rd party hardware/software monitored for security patches and firmware updates in 
case of vulnerabilities
Counterfeit or tampered with vendor products don’t get second chance



This is where we we have an in house testing of the different types of vulnerabilities 
that could be possible
We will also conduct 3rd Party testing, where we hire an outside source to come 
determine what we could improve upon if anything. This will be held every six 
months, but not along the in house testing. This means there will be testing done every 
three months. It will consist of in-house testing, followed by the 3rd party testing three 
months later. Then the cycle will continue.
We will issue constant training guides to help protect our employees from potential 
phishing schemes.This training will be  included when we onboard a new employee as 
well.  Scheduled and surprise drills will be conducted for scenarios such as fire or 
active shooter



Data should be given a classification and value level to help assign a level of risk it 
presents
Risk management is a constant endeavour, new risks should be looked and planned for 
constantly
Once identified risks are assessed, relevant control measures should be put in place to 
prevent or mitigate
Personnel should be assigned and know what their role is in case of an incident



Primary Solution, keep data on a secure backup server off base.

Attacks from within, no one person can be alone while in the more sensitive and 
secure areas of the base. 

During a natural disaster the information that can be transferred before the hit will be 
sent over. If there is no time for a backup, there is always the off base server that 
contains the essential to run files for the company. 

Busted water pipe




